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AI, which stands for Artificial 
Intelligence, is a field of computer 
science and technology that focuses 
on creating systems and machines 
capable of performing tasks that 
typically require human intelligence. 
These tasks include problem-solving, 
learning from experience, 
understanding natural language, 
recognizing patterns, and making 
decisions.



Balixa, the innovative hybrid automated AI management 
system, is meticulously crafted by Align Bridge 
Corporation, boasting a team of seasoned experts. At 
the core of its operations lies the empowerment of its 
community through the utilization of the real financial 
backbone, the BNB coin. With a commitment to 
excellence and precision, Balixa seamlessly integrates 
cutting-edge technology with human expertise, 
revolutionizing the landscape of financial management. 
Trust in Balixa to navigate the complexities of modern 
finance, ensuring reliability, transparency, and prosperity 
for all its stakeholders.



Balixa, the brainchild of Align Bridge Corporation, pioneers AI management 
systems, fostering both individual and organizational advancement. Align Bridge's 
overarching mission centres on crafting ecosystems of applications, empowering 
clients to realize their objectives through cutting-edge AI technology. With a 
steadfast commitment to innovation, Align Bridge drives forward the frontier of AI 
solutions, revolutionizing the landscape of digital management and growth.

Align Bridge Corporation stands as a testament to the 
visionary collaboration of AI technology expert Enrique 
Rivera, Venture Capitalist Lissandro Norman, and 
Financial Market Expert and crypto analyst Preston 
Bennet. Together, they form a dynamic trio committed 
to pioneering innovative solutions at the intersection of 
artificial intelligence, finance, and technology



Align Bridge Finance
Fund management 
and venture capitalist 
organization

Balixa Ai
A cutting-edge hybrid 
trading management 
system powered by next-
generation artificial 
intelligence.

Balixa.io
A community platform for 
earning handsome 
financial rewards and 
embracing a luxurious 
lifestyle.

Balixa Chain
Developing own 
hybrid blockchain 
technology

Align Exchange
An automated 
marketplace within 
a decentralized 
crypto exchange

Balixa Fund
A crypto banking 
management system 
catering to users

Strile
Developing peer to 
peer instant 
payment system

Arinus
new generation robotic 
technology to easier 
human effort on their 
daily life.

Align Quantum 
Research
new generation 
quantum technology







Balixa strategically selects BNB (BEP-
20) as its transaction currency, 
leveraging its status as the world's 
third most influential cryptocurrency, 
following BTC and ETH. With a 
promising trajectory, BNB is poised to 
soar to $3000, underscoring its 
potential for substantial growth. 
Utilizing BEP-20 technology ensures 
secure, swift transactions at minimal 
costs, empowering Balixa's 
community members to seize 
financial opportunities with 
confidence and ease.
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Balixa offers a unique 
community platform where 
individuals can attain substantial 
financial rewards and indulge in 
a luxurious lifestyle by referring 
others to its advanced AI trade 
management system. 
Participants have access to eight 
distinct types of profits and 
bonuses, ensuring diverse 
avenues for financial growth. 
Through referrals and active 
engagement, members can 
unlock a wealth of opportunities 
and elevate their earning 
potential within the Balixa 
ecosystem.
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Access BALIXA's centralized 
BEP-20 hybrid Ai community 
management system with 
just 0.02 BNB. Simply navigate 
to balixa.io through your 
DApp platform using a BSC 
network supported web3 
wallet such as Token Pocket, 
MetaMask, Coinbase, and 
more, utilizing the provided 
referral link for seamless 
entry.
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your income capping limit with each upgrade. Unlimited re-
upgrades/re-purchases are available once you reach package 
number 10, providing ample opportunities for continued growth and 
advancement within the system.
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Upon entering balixa.io or upgrading your 
package, your trade amount becomes a 
source of profits through Balixa's new 
generation artificial intelligence hybrid 
trading management system. Experience 
daily gains of 0.5% on your community 
platform, derived from the dynamic 
trading activities facilitated by our 
innovative AI technology.
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Receive 100% of any package amount 
upon three direct sponsor joinings or 
upgrades, with 33.33% from each of the 
first three joinings or upgrades. If your 
downline upgrades to a higher package 
than yours, you'll receive 10%. 
Subsequently, after the initial three, earn 
10% from each joining or upgrade. Enjoy 
instant crediting of all direct bonuses.
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In the hybrid level income model of Balixa, a 0.5%  daily trade profit of each package is 
distributed daily across 20 levels, with percentages allocated based on predefined 
criteria.  This structured approach ensures equitable distribution of rewards and 
incentives community growth and engagement.
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10% of every upline's income is distributed to 5 levels of downline, 
with each withdrawal triggering a 2% distribution to downlines. 
Each upline income unlocks upon every direct referral, with a total 
of 5 direct referrals needed to unlock all upline levels.
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It’s the 2x2 team force matrix 
extending up to 20 levels, when a 
member joins your matrix tree, 10% of 
their withdrawal amount (minimum 
0.01 BNB) is evenly distributed among 
the uplines in the 20-level matrix 
team. This ensures that every upline 
receives 0.5% of the withdrawal 
amount from their matrix tree 
downline.
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fulfil requirements to access the next fund. Upon achieving the fund 1, businesses progress to 
the next level. All businesses and funds are denoted in BNB. This structured approach fosters 
local economic growth and accountability.
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The Monthly Leaders Reward is calculated based on the fresh 
business generated each month. 40% of the total business comes 
from the strongest team, while the remaining 60% is contributed 
by all other teams. The reward amount is credited on the 1st day 
of every month. This system incentivizes building a strong team 
and encourages consistent performance, offering the potential for 
higher reward values in the monthly leaders category
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Community leaders are rewarded based on their team's total business, 
with 40% calculated from their strong team and 60% from other teams. 
Rewards are disbursed the day after achievement, encouraging sustained 
effort in the next-to-next business category. This incentivizes 
collaborative growth, ensuring equitable distribution of rewards across 
the community.
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